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Abstract
The clinical development of cancer drugs is rapidly moving from empirical “one drug fits all” or development-by-tumor-type 
approaches towards more personalized treatment models. A deeper understanding of cancer and the immune system, novel 
technologies, and powerful analytics have fueled an increase in precision oncology approaches integrating the molecular 
profiles of the tumor with the clinical profile of the patient. While this approach has been successful for targeted therapies, 
the complex mode of action of immunotherapies will likely require integration of clinical profiling with more comprehensive 
profiling of the tumor, of the tumor microenvironment, and of the immune system of the patient. Integration of precision 
oncology into clinical research for immunotherapies is viewed as a means to better select patients in the early clinical phase 
of drug development to (1) maximize the benefit-to-risk ratio for the patient, (2) generate early proof of concept and proof of 
relevance for the investigational drug, and (3) inform on how to best combine or sequence the therapeutic with other drugs. 
Here we discuss the upsides and challenges of incorporating precision immuno-oncology into early-phase clinical trials.

1 Introduction

The approval of immune checkpoint inhibitors [ICIs; anti-
PD-1, anti-PD-L1, and anti-CTLA-4 monoclonal antibodies 
(mAb)] for the treatment of malignant diseases for which 
few therapeutic options existed has created a paradigm shift 
in oncology and highlighted the therapeutic benefits that can 
be afforded by anti-cancer immunity. However, despite hav-
ing revolutionized the approach to cancer treatments, ICIs 
still do not provide a long-term benefit to the majority of 
cancer patients [1, 2]. Between 10 and 30% of patients with 
stage IV melanoma or advanced non-small-cell lung can-
cer (NSCLC) are long-term survivors on immunotherapies 
[3–5], while much fewer with other tumor types are expected 
to be alive at 5 years. Nevertheless, the unprecedented rates 
of long-lasting clinical responses observed with ICIs in 
some patients have led to an avalanche of monotherapy and 
combination therapy approaches to cancer immunotherapy 

being investigated. In 2018, there were 3394 immuno-oncol-
ogy agents in development encompassing 417 targets [6, 
7]. They include novel ICIs, immune checkpoint agonists 
of co-stimulatory receptors, cytokines, cytokine blockers, 
other immunomodulators including activators of the innate 
immune system, T-cell engagers including CD3-targeted 
bispecific antibodies (bsAbs), neoantigen-based vaccines, 
oncolytic viruses, and adoptive transfer of tumor-specific 
effector cells.

A greater understanding of the complex tumor—tumor 
microenvironment—immune system interactions has fueled 
the rapid clinical advances of immunotherapies. The immune 
system is a notably complex bionetwork comprised of a mul-
titude of highly diversified and functionalized cells, soluble 
mediators, and organs all interacting and collaborating as a 
dynamic but organized system to guard human health [8, 9]. 
Most cancers do not consist of a homogeneous cancer cell 
population but are comprised of a diverse collection of cells 
harboring distinct genetic make-up as a result of mutational 
or epigenetic changes [10, 11]. Finally, the response rate in 
phase 1 trials for anticancer drugs hovers around 15–20% 
[12], which is not optimal for patients, clinicians, or drug 
developers. In this context, there is a growing need to con-
duct optimized early-phase clinical trials specifically tailored 
to evaluate the safety and efficacy of novel and combination 
immunotherapies for which the traditional “one size fits all”, 
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“all-comer”, or “single-analyte biomarker” approaches are 
unlikely to yield transformational information. Here we dis-
cuss the benefits and challenges of incorporating precision 
medicine, an approach to cancer treatment that accounts for 
variability in the genes, environment, and lifestyle of each 
person [13], into early-phase cancer clinical trials.

2  Current Enrollment Paradigm 
for Immunotherapy Early‑Phase Clinical 
Trials

Enrollment in early clinical trials commonly utilizes eligibil-
ity criteria based on clinical considerations to protect trial 
participants and avoid noise in the safety data [14]. Proto-
col development and patient selection for immunotherapy 
trials remain extremely conservative and are mostly based 
on what was established for cytotoxic or targeted therapies, 
notwithstanding that they may not be optimal for innova-
tive Investigational Immune-Products (IIPs). Most of the IIP 
phase 1 trials are concurrently continuing to select patients 
based on standard criteria: (1) normal organ function; (2) 
prior lines of therapies; (3) prior autoimmune disorder or 

autoimmune-mediated toxicity; (4) co-medication; (5) per-
formance status; (6) QTC value; (7) brain metastasis; (8) 
co-morbidities; and (9) tumor type. Very few trials have 
incorporated even standard immuno-markers such as tumor 
mutational burden (TMB), microsatellite instability (MSI), 
loss of major-histocompatibility complex (MHC) class I or, 
for anti-PD-(L)1 mAbs, PD-L1 status. Most early-phase 
studies for ICIs have applied standard inclusion and exclu-
sion criteria, sometime with the addition of a single bio-
marker linked to the drug mechanism of action. For exam-
ple, KEYNOTE-001, a phase 1 study of the anti-PD-1 mAb 
pembrolizumab, was based on tumor site of origin and dis-
ease state; assessment of PD-L1 expression in the tumor 
by immunohistochemistry (PD-L1 is one of the ligands of 
PD-1) was only performed in a subset of patients [15, 16]. 
A survey of the inclusion and exclusion criteria for recruit-
ing and not-yet-recruiting phase 1 (or phase 1/2) cancer 
immunotherapy trials on clinicaltrial.gov (accessed 13 June 
2019) suggested that this approach remains the norm [see, 
e.g.: NCT02817633 (for anti-TIM-3 mAb alone or in com-
bination with an anti-PD-1 mAb or anti-PD-1 mAb plus an 
anti-LAG-3 mAb), NCT03708328 (bsAb targeting PD-1 
and TIM-3), NCT03889275 (oncolytic virus in combina-
tion with anti-PD-L1 mAb), NCT02947165 (anti-TGF-beta 
mAb in combination with anti-PD-1 mAb), NCT03809624 
[bsAb targeting PD-L1 and 4-1BB), NCT02904226 (anti-
ICOS mAb alone or in combination with anti-PD-1 mAb or 
anti-CTLA-4 mAb)]. In order to better select patients prior 
to enroll an IIP phase 1 trial, we suggest considering pre-
selection of patients based on immuno-genomic markers or 
profiles to obtain a better match between the new agent and 
the patient/tumor characteristics (Fig. 1).

3  Next‑Generation Immunotherapy Early 
Clinical Trial Design

In contrast to the traditional “one-size-fits-all” approach to 
clinical trial design for chemotherapy and the more recent 
immunotherapy “all-comer” studies, which incorporate 
multiple expansion cohorts [17, 18], a precision oncology 
approach to an early immunotherapy trial would instead 
enroll patients after integrating clinical and immunological 
information derived from each patient with his/her tumor 
immuno-genomic landscape. This would afford the patient a 
maximized chance for treatment efficacy and thus an oppor-
tunity to increase the chances of the drug’s success in early 
clinical trials.

Recent technology and computing advancements have 
increased the feasibility of deep, comprehensive profiling 
of clinical trial participants. Molecular profiling of tumors is 
entering mainstream clinical practice [19–21] as an increas-
ing number of clinicians use next-generation sequencing 

Key Points 

Clinical development of cancer drugs is shifting from 
a “one drug fits all” approach to more personalized 
treatments enabled by advances in methodologies and 
analytics, and the use of comprehensive and integrated 
information derived from deep profiling of trial partici-
pants.

We advocate for a new paradigm in the enrollment of 
patients in early-phase clinical cancer immunotherapy 
trials beyond a first-come-first-served approach based on 
the tumor site of origin and clinical inclusion/exclusion 
criteria by taking into account the participants’ clinical, 
genomic, and immunological profiles.

Precision oncology trial design can increase the likeli-
hood that early clinical trial participants will benefit 
from the experimental therapy while affording the study 
sponsor the ability to stratify patients based on biologi-
cal hypothesis and/or the drug’s mode of action. When 
implementation challenges are overcome, this represents 
an opportunity to unlock novel findings including predic-
tive biomarkers of response to therapy, to assess the 
safety and possible efficacy of drugs in a defined popula-
tion, to accelerate proof of concept, and to increase the 
likelihood that trial participants will benefit from partak-
ing in the trial.
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(NGS)-based tests to identify targetable cancer mutations 
and matching treatments. In addition, more and more groups 
are using NGS in retrospective analysis of clinical trials to 
discover novel biomarkers predictive of response, to gain 
further insights on the drug mode of action and its clini-
cal development, and to gather insights for the develop-
ment of novel therapeutics. To date, precision oncology has 
been used mostly in early clinical trials to match targeted 
therapies to tumor molecular aberrations where it has led to 
higher rates of response and longer time-to-treatment failure 
[22]. In this setting, the full tumor mutational and immu-
nological landscapes, as well as cellular heterogeneity, are 
often not taken into consideration, though they may confer 
de novo resistance to the therapy.

The emergence of immunotherapies and their rapid inte-
gration into clinical standard of care has added another level 
of complexity to the implementation of precision oncology 
in early-phase clinical trials. As immunotherapies harness 
the ability of the immune system to detect and destroy can-
cer cells, precision oncology incorporation in early immu-
notherapy clinical trials is likely to demand the integration 
of tumor genomics, with information derived from the tumor 
microenvironment, assessment of infiltration of immune 
cells into the tumor, and the immune system. The nature of 
the tumor micro-environment, the potential infiltration of 
immune cells in the tumor, and the overall immune fitness of 
the patient are all thought to play a role in response to immu-
notherapy [23, 24]. Immuno-profiling of tumors and assess-
ing the overall fitness and responsiveness of the patient’s 
immune system could also be used to optimize patient strati-
fication in immunotherapy trials, to inform on combination 
strategies, and to help with the prediction of immune-related 
serious adverse events (irSAEs). Immuno-profiling can also 
provide valuable insights into the mechanisms of action 
of immunotherapies. Current methodologies used for the 
molecular profiling of tumors and immuno-profiling (blood 
and tumors) are presented in Tables 1 and 2, respectively.

4  Practical Considerations 
for the Implementation of Comprehensive 
Patient Profiling

Integrating clinical, molecular, and immunological profil-
ing into early clinical trials can help identify patients whose 
cancer has the right profile for a given clinical program and 
are therefore most likely to respond, monitor their response 
to the investigational drug(s), and identify patients at an 
increased risk for irSAEs. Comprehensive profiling also 
allows retrospective analyses to be performed against a 
greater number of variables than the one utilized for enroll-
ment to inform about further determinants of response to 
therapy. However, this does not come without its own set of 

challenges, on top of the very real risk of having too strin-
gent criteria that would not allow for effective trial enroll-
ment due to a heightened screen failure rate.

The first step is the identification of possible biomarkers 
of interest for the study, often based on the known pharma-
cological and toxicological properties of the experimental 
therapeutic, and a biological or clinical hypothesis. How-
ever, incorporation of biomarkers into an early-phase clinical 
study design can pose unique technical, logistic, and regu-
latory challenges that need to be addressed so that quality 
and regulatory requirements are met. These include sample 
collection, assay type, analytics, and level of qualification/
validation, turn-around-time, and cost. The evaluation of 
phase 1 sites by sponsors or CROs should incorporate their 
ability to connect with relevant platforms, technology, and 
analytics to be able to achieve the proposed patient selection.

Sample collection considerations: (1) Source of tissue; 
(2) collection method (taking into consideration invasive-
ness of the method); (3) amount of specimen to be collected 
(should be minimized yet allow for possible retesting includ-
ing as part of additional or bridging studies); (4) sample pro-
cessing, preservation, and storage (methods should preserve 
analytes’ integrity as much as possible, and must be feasible 
and practical in a clinical setting); (5) shipping conditions to 
the testing laboratory. If formalin-fixed paraffin-embedded 
(FFPE) tissue specimens are used, there is a need to address 
how tumor purity will be determined for assays that require 
a minimum percent of tumor content.

Assay considerations: (1) Define intended use; (2) select 
best suited assay technology and data analytics (as there 
can be significant differences or trade-offs between offer-
ings); (3) assess need to perform assay in a Clinical Labora-
tory Improvement Amendments (CLIA) laboratory (e.g., if 
biomarker will be used to direct patient enrollment); (4) if 
applicable, determine assay development timeline so that 
assay is ready by the time the trial starts to enroll; (5) fit-
for-purpose qualification or validation (which identifies the 
most important elements of a qualification/validation pro-
gram supporting its intended use) should be performed in 
the central laboratory that will run the assay; (6) analyt-
ics need to be carefully assessed especially when the assay 
is NGS-based as different companies or laboratories can 
have different algorithms for variant calling and interpreta-
tion (e.g., single-nucleotide variants (SNVs), insertion or 
deletion mutation (indel), fusion, and copy number varia-
tion (CNV)), cancer DNA analysis (e.g., TMB, neoantigen 
burden and ranking) [25], and to appraise RNA expression 
signatures; (7) advanced analytics and machine learning 
algorithms might need to be purposely developed to deliver 
actionable insights; (8) consider impact of intra- and inter-
tumor heterogeneity and clonal evolution (e.g., necessity 
to collect more than one biopsy per tumor, to biopsy more 
than one tumor site, use of liquid biopsy vs. tissue biopsy or 
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Fig. 1  Implementation of precision oncology for cancer investiga-
tional immune products (IIP in clinical phase 1 studies). Prospective 
phase 1 trial participants will undergo clinical profiling, and tumor 
molecular profiling, tumor immune profiling, and/or patient immune 
profiling based on the biological/clinical hypothesis for a particular 
IIP. If the patient is deemed eligible based on clinical considera-
tions, the patient will be assigned, based on an actionable integrat-
ing profile to either the immunotherapy (IIP trial, a targeted therapy, 
standard of care/Physician’s Choice Therapy (PCT) or best supportive 

care (BSC). If the patient’s profiling is not readily actionable or if the 
patient is equally eligible for more than one possible treatment, the 
patient’s potential participation in the IIP trial should be determined 
by the Molecular Tumor Board. *A list of US Food and Drug Admin-
istration (FDA)-approved targeted therapies against cancer molecular 
drivers/actionable targets can be found at https ://www.fda.gov/medic 
al-devic es/vitro -diagn ostic s/list-clear ed-or-appro ved-compa nion-
diagn ostic -devic es-vitro -and-imagi ng-tools 

https://www.fda.gov/medical-devices/vitro-diagnostics/list-cleared-or-approved-companion-diagnostic-devices-vitro-and-imaging-tools
https://www.fda.gov/medical-devices/vitro-diagnostics/list-cleared-or-approved-companion-diagnostic-devices-vitro-and-imaging-tools
https://www.fda.gov/medical-devices/vitro-diagnostics/list-cleared-or-approved-companion-diagnostic-devices-vitro-and-imaging-tools
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combination of both, sampling at enrollment vs. repeat or 
longitudinal sampling).

Turn-around-time and cost considerations: (1) Turn-
around-time from sample collection to data receipt of more 
than 14 calendar days may have an adverse effect on patient 
recruitment and, in fast-progressing disease, the patients 
themselves; (2) specimen collection, processing, and analy-
sis for complex amalgam of biomarkers can significantly 
increase early clinical trial cost, especially if longitudinal 
sampling is performed.

Biomarkers used in clinical cancer research could pave the 
way to the development of companion diagnostic tests that 

can be co-approved with the therapeutic agent. The develop-
ment of companion diagnostics is outside the scope of this 
article but more information can be found on this topic on 
the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) website [26].

5  Conclusion

Given the sheer number of immunotherapies entering clini-
cal trials and the fact that current immunotherapies seem to 
provide durable benefits in only a minority of patients, there 
is an increasing need to assess IIP mono and combination 

Table 1  Molecular profiling of tumors

ChIP-Seq chromatin immunoprecipitation assay with sequencing, IHC immunohistochemistry, miRNA micro RNA, NGS next-generation 
sequencing, PCR polymerase chain reaction, RNAseq RNA sequencing, WES whole-exome sequencing, WGS whole-genome sequencing, WTS 
whole-transcriptome sequencing, FDA US Food and Drug Administration
a Due to tumor accessibility and inter- and intra-tumor heterogeneity, a single biopsy may not capture the complete tumor landscape of the patient
b Procedure refers to the medical procedure to obtain the needed specimen, not the test or assay
c The use of a concomitant “normal” control from the patient (i.e., blood, buccal swab, etc.) allows for a more precise and accurate tumor muta-
tion calling

Biopsya (invasive and costly  procedureb)
 Protein (IHC) Clinically actionable analytics for some targets

Provide spatial information
Limited protein list available
Some tests are FDA approved/validated

 PCR-based single-gene tests (DNA)
  (1 gene)

Clinically actionable analytics for some targets
Limited gene list available
Some tests are FDA approved/validated

 Next-generation sequencing (NGS) DNA gene panels
  (~ 50–500 genes)

Requires more material than single gene test
Clinically actionable analytics for many cancer targets
Can cover some emerging targets
Some panels are FDA approved/validated

 RNA sequencing (RNAseq) gene panels
  (~ 10–800 genes)

Gene expression data enables discovery of possible predictive signatures and further characterize drug 
mode of action

Can detect known and novel gene fusions
Analytics can be complex

 NGS whole  exomec (WES; ~ 20,000 genes), whole 
transcriptome (WTS) and whole genome (WGS)

Requires more material than single-gene test
Enables biomarker discovery and identification of importance of previously unrecognized genes; clini-

cally actionable for some cancer targets
WTS can include miRNA profiling
Complex analytics

 Epigenetics (NGS, microarray, ChIP-Seq) Can provide insight into tumorigenic pathways, markers of cancer development and progression, and 
drug target

Can assess DNA methylation, histone modifications, DNA-protein interactions (single markers or global 
profiles)

Liquid biopsy (minimally invasive and affordable  procedureb)
 NGS—Panels (DNA)
  (~ 50–500 genes)

Can be in addition to biopsy or when tissue unavailable
Likely to better reflect the global (primary and metastatic sites) molecular status of the patient (vs. 

biopsy) but amount of shed tumor DNA and sensitivity can be problematic
Actionable analytics for many cancer targets and can cover some emerging targets
Can be used for recurrence, residual disease or early detection
Some are FDA approved/validated

 WES (DNA)
 (~ 20,000 genes)

Can be in addition to biopsy or when cancer tissue unavailable
Likely to better reflect the global (primary and metastatic sites) molecular status of the patient (vs. 

biopsy) but amount of shed tumor DNA and sensitivity can be problematic
Complex analytics and may require ultradeep sequencing
Could be used for recurrence, residual disease, or early detection

 Epigenetics (DNA methylation, cfDNA fragmentation 
patterns, mitochondrial DNA)

Can enable identification of the tissue origin of cfDNA and cfDNA methylation biomarkers
Complex analytics
Could be used for recurrence, residual disease, or early detection
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therapies with rigor and justification. A major challenge of 
early clinical development is to generate data in a timely 
fashion that will assess and hopefully verify the safety and 
relevance of the therapeutics under development in the cur-
rent context of standard of care. Most if not all IIPs entering 
clinical testing are based on a precise biological or clinical 
hypothesis that can help guide a biomarker-directed enroll-
ment approach. For example, some assets may help over-
come resistance or boost the efficacy of existing ICIs, while 
others may help turn a cold tumor into a hot tumor [27–29].

Clinical development of immunotherapies could be expe-
dited using innovative early clinical trial study designs that 
match patients with several specific genotypes and phe-
notypes with a specific immunotherapy approach. There 
is momentum to integrate precision medicine into clini-
cal trials to help ensure that the right treatment gets to the 
right patients. We suggest an early patient selection based 
immuno-genomic markers (or profiles) to better triage indi-
viduals to standard therapy or palliative care versus consid-
eration for phase 1 trials with a new targeted therapy or IIP. 
The overall strategy is summarized in Fig. 1. Conducting 
biomarker-directed early-phase immunotherapy clinical tri-
als can lead to fast assessment of the safety and the clinical 
relevance of the asset, which will be beneficial to patients 
and companies alike, and delight the clinical team. This 
will also help evaluate the benefits of conducting precision 
oncology clinical research for cancer immunotherapies. With 
new comprehensive immuno-genomic profiling platforms, 
the feasibility of this type of testing is becoming increasingly 
practical in these trials. It is prime time to revisit the phase 
1 conservative world and deploy the extensive knowledge 

acquired in the laboratory to better benefit the patients who, 
in clinical research, are generally facing a critical progno-
sis as their disease usually has progressed on conventional 
therapies or experimental drugs administered as part of a 
clinical trial. New innovative pilot studies to prospectively 
evaluate the impact of patient selection for IIP phase 1 stud-
ies are warranted.
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